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Biographical Note:

Louis Kallenbach (1875-1965) was born in Macon County, Illinois, on January 1, 1875, to Morris Kallenbach (1841-1927) and Louisa Eckhardt (1849-1917). Kallenbach studied dentistry at Morris Sims Medical College in St. Louis, as well as at the Louisville Medical College and the Kansas City Dental College, from which he graduated in 1901. Kallenbach subsequently opened a dental practice in Walnut Township, Kansas, and married Bernita Anna Quick (1885-1978), of Kansas City, Missouri, on December 10, 1901. In 1908, Louis Kallenbach moved his family to St. Louis, Missouri, where he opened a dental office. The Kallenbach’s had two sons, Maurice (c. 1905-) and Travis Earl (C. 1903-1959). Travis Kallenbach followed his father’s footsteps and operated a dental practice in the St. Louis area. Dr. Louis Kallenbach died in Florida on June 15, 1965; Bernita Kallenbach subsequently died in April 1978, in Clearwater, Florida.

Arrangement:

The Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach Family Papers are alphabetically arranged by the sender of correspondence or type of correspondence, and chronologically thereunder.

Scope and Content Note:

Family papers of Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach and their children, Maurice and Travis Earl, include correspondence and telegrams sent to or received from relatives, friends, and business associates concerning Louis Kallenbach’s dental practice, in Walnut Township, Kansas, and St. Louis, Missouri; sickness in the family, including Louis and Bernitas’ caring for Louisa Eckhardt Kallenbach until her death in 1917; the Great Depression and its effects on the Kallenbach’s; and the births of Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach’s grandchildren. The last two folders contain photographs of unidentified individuals and ephemera, including school report cards and a bank book.

Container List:

f. 1 Correspondence, Bernita Anna (Quick) to Louis Kallenbach, 1898-1920
f. 2 Correspondence, Bernita Anna (Quick) to Louis Kallenbach, 1901-1960
f. 3 Correspondence, Carrier and Emma Baumgarten to Louis Kallenbach, 1897-1904
f. 4 Correspondence, Edward Kallenbach to Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1905-1916
f. 5 Correspondence, Edward Kallenbach to Louisa and Louis Kallenbach, 1908, 1916
f. 6 Correspondence, Edwin Majors to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1899-1901
f. 7 Correspondence, Ella Morgan and Georgia Linton to Bernita Anna (Quick) and Louis Kallenbach, 1911-1928
f. 8 Correspondence, Hallie (Kallenbach) Jones to Bernita Anna (Quick) and Louis Kallenbach, 1908-1917
f. 9 Correspondence from Family to Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1900-1946
f. 10 Correspondence from Friends to Bernita Anna (Quick) and Louis...
Kallenbach, 1901-1941
f. 11 Correspondence from Friends to Travis Earl Kallenbach, no date, 1922
f. 12 Correspondence from Grandchildren to Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1936-1937
f. 13 Correspondence—Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach to Travis Kallenbach, 1912-1925
f. 14 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, July-September 1901
f. 15 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, October-December 1901
f. 16 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1901-1909
f. 17 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1908-1928
f. 18 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1911-1928
f. 19 Correspondence—Louis Kallenbach to Ella Harper, June-November 1901
f. 20 Correspondence—Louisa Kallenbach to Louis and Hallie Kallenbach (Written in German), 1908-1917
f. 21 Correspondence—Maurice and Betty Kallenbach to Louis and Beatrice Kallenbach, 1921-1938
f. 22 Correspondence—Maurice Kallenbach to Travis Kallenbach, 1920, 1922
f. 23 Correspondence, “Queenie” to Travis Kallenbach, 1920-1921
f. 24 Telegrams sent to Bernita Anna (Quick), Louis, and Travis Kallenbach, 1913-1921
f. 25 Correspondence—Tom and Anna Settle and Henry A. Jockisch to Louis and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, 1905-1937
f. 26 Correspondence—Travis, Ella, and Ethel Kallenbach to Louis, Bernita, and Louisa Kallenbach, 1914-1936
f. 27 Correspondence—William Kallenbach to Louisa and Bernita Anna (Quick) Kallenbach, October-November 1916
f. 28 Photographs of Unidentified Individuals, no date
f. 29 Permit Card, Bank Book, and School Report Cards of Lewis and Travis Kallenbach, 1901-1922
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